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The Lez and the Lison karst systems in Southern and Eastern France respectively, provide 2 examples of karst systems of several km² under two contrasted climate conditions, the first one being heavily exploited. Using a multi-method recharge estimation tool a comparative climate change assessment on both karst systems is performed using three IPCC SRES A1B climate scenarios. Results are compared and discussed using the information provided by the application of the multi-method estimation of recharge on both systems.

2 contrasted karst systems: The Lez and the Lison springs

The Lez and the Lison karst systems in Southern and Eastern France, respectively, are submitted to contrasted climate conditions. The Lez system is being heavily exploited by pumping boreholes while the Lison is not exploited at all.

3 climate scenarios (SCRATCH 2010)

Downscaling using a weather-typing based statistical methodology

Temperature and PET increase on both sites, with a higher intensity for the Lison system. Precipitation slightly decreases during the major part of the year for the Lison system while a more variable signal is observed on the Lez karst system.

Results

Future recharge is likely to decrease on both systems and seems to affect the Lez more severely. Due to the importance of the recharge process during spring, the Lison system should in turn be more sensitive as recharge is quite similar in spring and autumn.

ESPERE a multi-method recharge estimation tool

ESPERE applies different commonly-used methods to fast and simultaneously estimate recharge. It allows quantifying recharge with a monthly and annual time step and visualizing related uncertainties (including a comparison with SURFEX (Masson et al., 2013)).